GEM® One Enterprise Encryptor Manager Product Update Description

General Dynamics Mission Systems adds new network management enhancements and expanded device support in the GEM One Encryptor Manager Release 2.4 software update.

R2.4 includes the following new features to improve performance:

- Retains GEM User settings during upgrade (i.e., user comments, devices in device list)
- Upgrades to multiple COTS software within GEM One including Postgres
- New User Interface across all Enterprise pages - including consistent, user customizable table exporting
- Automatic GEM Sync scheduling
- Multiple Audit Log device retrievals
- Negotiated Keys Details for IKEv1 and IKEv2 SAs for 4.3+ devices

GEM One Encryptor Manager simplifies configuration, monitoring and management of a dispersed network of TACLANE® INEs, Sectéra® vIPer™ Secure Phones and ProtecD@R® Multi-Platform (KG-204) Data at Rest Encryptors. As the window to enterprise device management, the GEM One user interface is intuitive, customizable and enables faster decision cycles and alert response.

The GEM One R2.4 upgrade can be requested from INFOSEC Support (888-897-3148), through the Technical Service Desk, or contact your account manager for additional information.